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Bank of America Merrill Lynch have seen their commercial card
payment solutions rise in importance for their clients again. The rise
is reﬂected in transaction volume rankings for 2015 that were
recently published in the Nilson Report.
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BofA Merrill continues to be the number one provider of purchasing
card solutions, which includes both physical purchasing cards and
virtual card solutions. The ﬁrm rose one place to number two in
corporate cards, and one place again to number four in commercial
prepaid cards. BofA Merrill is the only global bank to have
maintained or improved its standing in all three Nilson categories.
Kevin Phalen, Head of Card and Comprehensive Payables in Global
Transaction Services for BofA Merrill, says the ﬁrm is “very pleased
with these results.” He continued, “We believe these results reﬂect
our clients’ satisfaction with the investments we’re making in
delivering a broad range of solutions.”
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BofA Merrill continue to enhance their card capabilities. Recently,
they’ve expanded mobile alert messaging and enhanced fraud
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detection. They’ve also expanded the number of prepaid web
services they oﬀer. The launch of travel and entertainment cards
into the UAE is another of their recent enhancements.
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Speaking about BofA Merrill’s investments in card products, Kevin
Phalen said that they’re “driven by feedback from clients.” Speaking
of the importance of that feedback, he went on: “Their input has led
to our continued expansion of integrated payment solutions around
the world. We are proud to be one of the few providers who have
stayed resolutely committed to the commercial card and prepaid
business.”
In other news, Bank of America Merrill Lynch also won the Gold
award for Innovation at this year’s Innovations Summit, held by
Payments.com. The award was given to recognise the success of
BofA Merrill’s Travel Pro solution, which launched in Europe last
year.
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